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November Highlights


Global equities climbed higher in November, with the MSCI ACWI up
1.94%. The average country was down ‐0.09%, and the range of
returns for November, between countries, was 20.68%.

Highest Ranked
Countries



The United States was up 2.97%. Japan was up 2.99%, as was
Europe as a whole, up 0.22%. EM was up 0.20%%. Japan was the
best performing regions during October.

China

All country returns YTD are positive in dollar terms, except for Israel
(‐6.14%). The top countries are Austria (56%), China (51%), and
Poland (49%). The average country is up an amazing 26.32% YTD.

Korea



December Rankings




China has been a highlight all year, and has consistently stayed in
the top five of our rankings. This month, China exhibits the #1 rank
both from a Fundamental and Momentum view. China is up 51%
YTD. They have the best Long Term Earnings growth (24% vs a
country avg. of 13%) and Sales per share growth (18% vs a country
avg. of 3%). China became slightly more expensive, as their
Valuation rank worsened from being ranked 12th to now 17th
overall.
The United Kingdom continues to remain as the worst ranked
country we follow. Ranking in the bottom in almost every category,
there isn’t much that is attractive with regards to the UK.
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Chart 1 | Data is as of 11.30.17
Source: Accuvest Global Advisors

Chart 2 | Data is as of 11.30.17
Source: MSCI
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